
PSC 205 (Spring 2012): Problem Set 1

January 20, 2012

You must turn in a hardcopy of this homework at the beginning (the �rst

ten minutes) of next week's lab (January 27, 2012) to receive full credit.

Remember to follow the instructions in the �Homework Style Guide�

when writing and formatting your responses.

1. (1 point total) Download the codebook for the SOPA Congressional

Support dataset from the course website �Data� page; the �le is named

sopa.pdf. Read the section entitled �Documentation� and answer the

following questions. (0.25 points for each part)

� What is SOPA?

� What are the criteria for including congressmen in this dataset?

� What variable indicates the support of a congressman for SOPA?

What are the criteria used to determine support or opposition for

SOPA?

� What do the variables internet and entertainment represent?

2. (1 point total) Download the SOPA dataset from the course website

under �Data�; it is the �le named sopa.rda. The document �Loading

and Saving Data in R� on the course website under �Course Materials�

has instructions on how to load datasets into R. Follow those instruc-

tions to load sopa.rda, which will create a new object named sopa.

sopa is a type of object called a data.frame in R; these are equivalent

to what Agresti and Finlay call a data �le (pp. 6-7). A data frame

consists of rows (observations) and multiple columns (variables). For

sopa, �nd and print the output of the following. (0.25 points for each

part)

� the number of rows
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� the number of columns

� the names of the columns

� a summary using the summary function

3. (1 point total) Attach sopa using the attach function, see the lab notes

on how to attach a data frame in order to access the variables in it.

Then, for the variable entertainment, �nd the following values. (0.25

points for each part)

� the �rst value

� the last value

� the 5th value

� the 5th through 8th values

You must use the relevant R function to �nd these; do not manually

look them up.

4. (1 point total) Find the following for the the members of congress in

this dataset. (0.25 points for each part)

� How many support SOPA?

� How many oppose SOPA?

� How many are Democrats?

� How many Democrats support SOPA?

Hint: Use the sum function.

5. (1 point total) Use indexing (i.e. [ , ])to �nd the following

� (0.5 points) The age of Harry Reid. (Hint: The value of

congressman for Harry Reid is �Reid (D-NV)�).

� (0.5 points) The names of congressmen from New York who sup-

port SOPA.

6. (1 point total)

� (0.5 points) Find the total campaign contributions by the internet

industry. By the entertainment industry.

� (0.5 points) What is the di�erence between the total contributions

of the entertainment industry and the total contributions of the

internet industry?
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7. (1 point point) Create a new variable named more_ent which is, for

each congressman, the di�erence between the campaign contributions

received from entertainment industries and the campaign contributions

received from internet industries. For more_ent �nd the following val-

ues. (0.25 points for each part)

� minimum

� maximum

� total (Hint: this should be same same as your answer to the second

part of problem 6)

� mean

8. (1 point) How much more money did members of congress who support

SOPA receive from the entertainment industry than from the internet

industry?

9. (1 point) Find the 5 largest values of more_ent using the sort function.

10. (1 point) Find the 5 largest values of more_ent using the order func-

tion.

11. Bonus (1 point) Find the names of and support for SOPA of the �ve

congressmen with the largest di�erence between campaign contribu-

tions from the entertainment industry and the internet industry. Hint:

use order.
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http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/faq/sort.htm

